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If you re frustrated with the choices for president this year, you re not alone. 81 percent of voters
say they d feel afraid if either Trump or Clinton takes office but what recourse do we have? The
American electorate is plagued by a widespread feeling of impotence. But this may be the most
important election in generations: governments and radicals around the world are moving toward
extremes of hard left and hard right, and the same frustrations are fissuring American civil society.
Never has a search for stability been more necessary. It s imperative that voters understand the
stakes, how we got here, and how to move forward. In this book, Alan Dershowitz takes the
techniques he s used in five decades of teaching to sort out how each candidate relates to basic
domestic and foreign policy values. You re left to form your own conclusions, based on your own
values this is a choice you can t afford to let someone else make for you."
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He's a lawyer and a Clinton apologist and supporter. If you are a Clintonista then by all means
entertain yourself with his legalese nonsense. Remember he was one of the attorneys who got OJ
off.The problem with left-wing lawyers like him are that, for the cause, they lose all morality and
believability. And they are the best liars in the world.For good reason no one believes Hillary since
her record is too long and too public, buy Clinton Cash instead. Yet, Dershowitz will look you in the
eye and say the FBI, DOJ and Hillary did the 'right' thing.So, if you believe in the tooth fairy and

suspend belief this is your book ... for all others avoid it like the plague.

Well this is certainly a partisan book backing HIllary and trashing Trump and that's fine as there's
loads of books that side with one or the other. My beef is $15 for the eBook (120 pages) won't keep
you "up all night, pun intended, and $25 for the Hard copy. Seriously?

Once again, Alan Dershowitz has captured our 2016 presidential election in concise and eloquent
language that all can understand. A must read for all voters!

Megyn Kelly said in an interview with the author that she wasn't sure if this would keep you up all
nigh -- because it's only about 110 pagest! But, hey, you gotta buy the hardcover for the best
chance at that. Just sayin'...Anyway, it deserves at least 3 stars for the title -- and typography
design!
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